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Abstract: Remote Monitoring System is one of the fast developing technologies, used for many industrial as well as domestic applications. This project proposes a compact design and development of remote monitoring system for a three-phase generator. Arduino microcontroller and ZigBee based Wireless devices are used for monitoring the operating point of three phase generator remotely. The Arduino microcontroller helps in monitoring the three phase current, voltage, temperature and power of the generator. The ZigBee-based wireless device is used as a wireless communication between the transmitter and receiver modules. The processed parameters are displayed on 20x4 line Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) which makes the system user friendly. An alert system is enabled through Arduino microcontroller if the load current is more than the full load capacity of the generator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Remote monitoring for various devices is already been implemented using several techniques[1]-[6]. In industrial applications monitoring is carried out mostly on parameters such as voltage, current, power, temperature [1]-[5]. In case of domestic applications parameters such as humidity level, temperature, gas leakage are monitored by interfacing several sensors with the controller. In the present work, remote monitoring of a three phase generator is implemented. Healthy operation of the generator can be ensured by monitoring the real time data from a remote location. ZigBee is the mode of wireless communication between generator end and the monitoring end. At the generator end, measured parameters are displayed on a 20x4 LCD and same parameters are transmitted through ZigBee. At the monitoring end, parameters are received through ZigBee, processed through Arduino and displayed on 20x4 LCD.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the transmitter and receiver embedded system is shown in Fig.1. The parameters of the generator like temperature, current fluctuations and voltage fluctuations are monitored remotely through ZigBee network. The sensors sense the change in temperature, current and voltage levels and send the signal to the microcontroller. Analog values are taken from the sensors to an Arduino through an inbuilt ADC. The Arduino that is powered by a power supply.
supply sends the signal to a ZigBee transmitter. The ZigBee transmitter transmits the data through wireless communication at a baud rate of 9600 bytes per second. This data i.e. the values of the temperature, current and voltage levels of the generator are displayed on the LCD and received by the ZigBee receiver module (co-ordinating module) at the same baud rate, with both the ZigBee modules kept apart at a maximum distance of 100 metres. The value which is received is displayed on 20x4 LCD. Thus, the data is received at both the ends, i.e. transmitter as well as the receiver end. At the same time, the Arduino checks whether the levels of temperature, current and voltage are above or within the generator rating. Alert pin of the Arduino is activated if load current is more than the generator capacity, and causes LED to glow, Buzzer will generate beep and causes tripping of the generator.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The embedded system is the combination of sensors, Arduino microcontroller and a ZigBee module. Sensors are used to acquire data from the generator. Transformer will step down the voltage which is fed to voltage sensor. Load will draw a maximum of 30A current which is measured by the ACS712, 30A current sensor. Voltage sensor connected across the load will measure the voltage as shown in Fig. 2. Digital temperature sensor (DS18S20) is used to monitor the temperature. The measured parameters are processed by Arduino Mega and displayed on a 20x4 LCD. The same parameters are also transmitted through ZigBee module.

At the remote end the receiver ZigBee will receive the parameters and the Arduino Uno microcontroller will process these data and display the parameters on 20x4 LCD attached to it. Alert signal is generated at transmitter as well as receiver end if the load current of the generator is more than the full load capacity of the generator.

IV. FLOW DIAGRAM

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the transmitter and receiver end Arduino microcontroller. At the transmitter side, once the Arduino is powered up, it initializes the LCD and collects data from all the sensors. The collected data are processes and displayed on the LCD attached to it. Arduino also transmits these data through ZigBee module. At the receiver side, these data are received by the ZigBee module and given to receiver pin of Arduino. Arduino will process these data and display on 20x4 LCD attached to it. An alert signal is generated at transmitter as well as receiver end if the load current of the generator exceeds the full load capacity of the generator.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULT

Simulation of the study system is carried out in Proteus 8.1. Voltage sensor, current sensor (ACS712, 30A), temperature sensor model (DS18S20) are connected to Arduino mega microcontroller to obtain the parameters such as voltage, load current and temperature of the generator as shown in Fig.4. Voltage and current sensors are connected to analog pins of Arduino mega. Voltage sensor reads the voltages and produces the output in 0-5V range. 10 bit ADC is used to convert the voltage and current back with high resolution. Current sensor reads 0-30A current and produces the output in the range of 0-5V. Temperature sensor is connected to digital pin of Arduino since it gives out digital data. These parameters are processed through Arduino and displayed on LCD and Virtual terminal. Then these parameters are transmitted through ZigBee module as shown in Fig.4. Alert system consists of a relay which is switched to turn on the LED and buzzer in case of over load situation. Alert pin of the Arduino turns high when the load current increases above the full load capacity of the generator.

ZigBee receiver is connected to the Tx and Rx pin of the arduino as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.5. Data received by the ZigBee is processed through Arduinuno and displayed on 20x4 LCD. Fig. 6 shows the simulation result of the transmitter side. Measured parameters such as voltage, current, power and temperature of the generator are displayed on 20x4 LCD as well as in virtual Terminal. Each phase parameters are displayed in separate column on LCD. Same parameters are transmitted through ZigBee every 5 second.
At the receiver end, ZigBee will receive the parameters which further processed by Arduino Uno as shown in Fig. 5 and displayed on LCD and virtual terminal as shown in Fig.7. This enables the operator to read the generator parameters from a remote location.

Fig. 6. Transmitter end simulation result

Fig. 7. Receiver end simulation result

VI. CONCLUSION

The Remote Monitoring system designed helps in monitoring the three phase parameters of the generator. Monitoring can be carried from a remote location. This reduces the time and man power requirement. Display is provided at both transmitter and receiver end which makes the system user friendly. All sensors required to monitor 3 phase parameters are processed by single microcontroller, which makes the system compact.
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